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ABSTRACT Vehicle Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) are an emergent wireless communication technology that
has the potential to reduce the risk of accidents caused by drivers and provide a wide range of entertainment
facilities. Because of the nature of VANETs’ open-access environment, security attacks can affect the
messages broadcast by a vehicle. VANET is therefore vulnerable to security and privacy issues. Recently,
many schemes for addressing these problems of VANET have been proposed. However, most of them are
affected by massive computation overhead and security issues. In this paper, we propose a scheme named
efficient conditional privacy preservation with mutual authentication to address the problems mentioned
above in VANET. This scheme depends on the division of geographical areas into a number domains and their
distribution, where each domain stores the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) in all Road-side Units (RSUs)
located inside the domain. During the mutual authentication phase, the vehicle should authenticate with the
TA. After the vehicle obtains a pool of pseudo-identities and the corresponding secret keys from RSU, it is
allowed to transmit a message to the other components in the VANET. Because our scheme does not use
the bilinear pairing, the performance evaluation shows that our scheme has a lower system cost in terms of
computation and communication than other existing methods. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme reduces the
computation costs of signing the message and verifying the message by 99.85% and 99.93%, respectively.
While the proposed scheme reduces the communication costs of the message size by 13.3%.

INDEX TERMS Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET), privacy-preserving, elliptic curve, random oracle
model, identity-based cryptography, domain public key.

I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of VANET is to improve road transportation. A study
by the UK government on road accidents 2015 reveals that
1,732 people were killed and 22,137 were injured in road
accidents [1]. VANET technology may therefore help to
reduce the number of road accidents. VANETs use IEEE
802.11p technology, using the Dedicated Short Range Com-
munication (DSRC) protocol [2]–[4]. There are three main
components in a VANET system: a trusted authority (TA),
a road-side unit (RSU), and an on-board unit (OBU). The
TA is responsible for initializing and providing RSUs and
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vehicles with the system parameters, including public and
private key pairs. The RSU is situated on the road and it is
considered to be part of the network infrastructure, serving as
a router between vehicles, whereas the radio OBU is used for
the transmission and reception of security messages to other
OBUs or RSUs [5]. In this case, Vehicle-To-Vehicle (V2V)
and Vehicle-To-Infrastructure (V2I) can be established. The
vehicles can then communicate with each other through RSU
underlying the DSRC protocol [6].

In a limited area of several hundred meters, each equipped
vehicle provides safe and traffic-related messages (called
security messages), which include the vehicle’s location,
speed, heading and traffic events, more than three times
a second [3]. Consequently, because of the nature of the
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open-access environment of VANET, whether the node is
legitimate or not, they can receive the security message and
manipulate it. Thus, to preserve the driver’s privacy (e.g.
their identity and location), the security issues (particularly
on privacy requirements in VANET) need to be addressed.
Malicious nodes can cause traffic jams and road accidents
by sending illegal or fake messages. The VANET may be
affected by illegal or fake messages, and this can lead to road
incidents and traffic jams.

Several schemes have been suggested for secure authen-
tication and privacy preservation in VANETs; however, they
have huge overhead computation and communication costs.
In addition, they have been unable to meet most of the
requirements regarding security and privacy for VANETs,
and thus they are not completely safe. Therefore, we pro-
pose a robust conditional privacy preservation scheme with
mutual authentication that can address existing weaknesses
in VANET schemes. Our paper’s main contributions can be
summarized as follows
• We propose efficient conditional privacy preservation
with mutual authentication that depends on the division
geographical areas into several domains, in which each
domain stores the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) in
all Road-side Units (RSUs) located inside the domain.

• The proposed scheme is based on Elliptic Curve Cryp-
tography (ECC) and general one-way hash function
without complex operations such as bilinear pairing and
Map-To-Point function.

• A comprehensive security analysis is performed to
demonstrate that the proposed scheme can withstand
various attacks and satisfy all the VANET security
requirements, especially on the driver’s privacy.

• The achievements of the scheme are evaluated in terms
of computation and communication costs. The scheme is
better suited to VANET services than existing schemes.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. A few
current works are listed in Section II. Section III briefly
discusses the vehicular system architecture and preliminaries.
A detailed description of the proposed solution in Section IV.
Sections V and VI describe the security and performance
analyses, respectively. Section VII provides the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, VANETs have suffered from privacy preser-
vation and security authentication problems. Existing work
on security and privacy is generally categorised into three
major categories based on the methods presented in [5]:

A. PKI-BASED AUTHENTICATION SCHEME
To hide the real identity of the driver, Gamage et al. [7]
introduced a ring signature scheme for the first time in 2006.
Raya et al. [8] suggested an anonymous certification authen-
tication scheme based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
in 2007 to ensure integrity and non-repudiation of mes-
sage. In their scheme, several anonymous certifications and
public-private keys are needed in advance and caused huge

certification burdens for TA. However, because of a vehicle
storage limit, the vehicle also suffers from the storage capac-
ity. Therefore, during the verification process the verifier
must check the message to ensure that the other vehicles are
valid, which increases the system’s costs.

B. GROUP-BASED AUTHENTICATION SCHEME
In 2006, several group-based authentication scheme [9]–[11]
were introduced. In their schemes, the group member could
create the signature anonymously on behalf of the whole
group, and the group manager could resume the identity
information on the group member’s signature using the secret
group key. In 2015, Shao et al. [12] proposed a thresh-
old anonymous authentication scheme using a decentralized
group model to minimize the overhead in terms of download-
ing and checking CRL. In this scheme, RSUs can trace the
vehicle’s position. This scheme uses bilinear pairing-based
cryptography during the broadcasting process. Nevertheless,
this scheme has some limitations, such as lack of forwarding
and reversing security, collision control and unlinkability.
In addition, it is also vulnerable to replay attack. In 2016,
Wang et al. [13] investigated an efficient authentication
scheme based on conditional privacy-preserving to provide
the process of batch verification for V2V and V2I commu-
nications. Therefore, they proposed an Efficient Conditional
Privacy-Preserving authentication scheme (ECPB) based on
the group signature to enhance the efficiency of the authenti-
cation procedure in VANETs. However, the delay of average
response in verification should be reduced further. In the
GSIS scheme [11], only the private and public key created
by the TA is stored by the vehicle rather than placing a
large number of anonymous certifications and public-private
keys within the vehicle’s OBU, which reduces the burden of
storage capacity. However, because only a group manager
knows the group’s secret key, no group member can resume
information about signature identity. While the group sig-
nature scheme reduces a certified management burden, with
the number of vehicles recovered the size of the Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) increases. Due to the two bilinear pair-
ings per operation of each CRL, the overhead computation
will be increased by the signature verification. In addition,
the approach of the general signature computational cost is
also less than the group-based authentication scheme.

C. ID-BASED AUTHENTICATION SCHEME
To resolve the problems existing in these two
authentication schemes, researchers have proposed Identity
(ID)-based authentication schemes. In 1984, Shamir [14] first
proposed the scheme for identity-based signature authenti-
cation. A public key is derived from identity information
(e.g. name, ID card, etc.) in their scheme and a private
institution generates a secret key. In 2008, in the scheme of
Zhang et al. [15], a master TA secret key was stored in the
Tamper-Proof Device (TPD), which assumes that the mali-
cious attacker is not compromised. TA has avoided the burden
of certification management and unlinkability of privacy is
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achieved. In addition, an anonymous identity is used by a
vehicle to hide its real identity instead of transmitting themes-
sage that attaches to its real identity during transmission. The
conditional preservation of privacy is therefore accomplished.
In the final phase, the authenticated batch method was used
during the signature checked to verify multiple messages
simultaneously transmitted from another vehicle, greatly
reducing the overhead of the network. While the scheme in
Zhang et al. [15] could achieve the preservation of privacy,
other security issues must also be addressed in their scheme.
Lee and Lai [16] found out in 2013 that Zhang et al.’s [15]
scheme could not withstand some of the VANET security
attacks. First, the verifier can check the previously verified
signature to increase the overhead computation due to the
lack of a corresponding unit. Therefore, the reply attack
could not be resisted. Zhang et al. [15] could not further
achieve non-repudiation. The singer can deny that a trust-
worthy institution has not sent identity information to the
disputed messages. Lee and Lai [16] proposed an improved
scheme for the protection of privacy to address security
issues in Zhang et al. [15] scheme, the scheme satisfies all
privacy requirements. The Lee and Lai [16] scheme later also
pointed out by Zhang et al. [17] and Bayat et al. [18] were
unable to withstand the impersonation attack. An attacker
might spread some fake messages to gain a benefit and give
themselves some convenience by simulating a legal vehicle.
Therefore, there were two improved schemes for address-
ing the problems in Lee and Lai’s [16] scheme. In 2014,
Jianhong et al. [17] pointed out in the scheme proposed
by Lee and Lai [16] that several security problems had
been found, such as its failure to meet with the traceabil-
ity requirement and resisting replay attacks. Nevertheless,
He et al. [19] also found in 2015 that their scheme suffers
from an attack of modification. In other words, during the
broadcast message, a malicious attacker may alter the sig-
nature of the vehicle. They proposed a conditional scheme
to preserve privacy to deal with security attacks and reduce
the cost of the system. In 2017, Cui et al. [20] suggested
the secure privacy-preserving authentication scheme for
VANETs with Cuckoo Filter (SPACF) scheme. This scheme
is based on software without heavily depending on any
hardware on a Tamper-Proof Device (TPD) that is equipped
in each vehicle for both V2V and V2I communication.
Their scheme utilizes methods of cuckoo filter and binary
search to improve the batch verification method. In 2019,
Zhang et al. [21] proposed the Chinese remainder theorem
(CRT)-based conditional privacy-preserving authentication
scheme for VANETs. In their scheme, they eliminated the
requirement for preloading the master key of the system
into TPD of vehicle to secure communication. This scheme
ensures that a fingerprint from a corrupted vehicle will not
be authenticated. In the same year, Alazzawi et al. [22]
proposed efficient anonymity with integrity and authenti-
cation of the message. This scheme based on the elliptic
curve to achieve security and privacy requirement, where they
use a pseudonym rather than a real identity. Moreover, the

scheme [22] does not satisfy all privacy requirements, such
as unlinkability, because the vehicle’s anonymous identity is
constant. In their scheme, the TA revokes the misbehaving
vehicle when it receives a report about the malicious vehicle.
It then adds the original identity of vehicle to CRL and the
updated CRL sends this list to all RSUs in VANETs. After
the new authentication process, the victim vehicle fails to
join the system. However, with large scale networks, this
approach may not have good efficiency because the number
of revoked vehicles may be so large given that the size
of local CRLs in all RSUs is increased. In the same year,
a newRSU-based security and the privacy-preserving scheme
was proposed in Bayat et al. [23]. In this scheme, the TA
stored master keys in the tamper-proof device in the RSU.
The verifier checks legitimated signature by using the public
key of the RSU instead of the public key of the system.
This means that the vehicle cannot check the signature of
other vehicles on the road from the other RSU. Nevertheless,
Bayat et al. [23] used the bilinear pairing and Map-To-Point
operation, which caused extensive overhead computation.
In addition, this scheme also affects the overhead computa-
tion with the size of CRL on all RSUs. In 2020, Cui et al. [24]
introduced a privacy-preserving data downloading scheme
to secure cooperative downloading scenario of VANETs;
therefore, they proposed an edge computing-based secure and
privacy-preserving cooperative downloading scheme. This
scheme uses lightweight cryptography methods rather than
time-consuming bilinear pairing.

We propose an efficient conditional privacy preservation
with mutual authentication scheme to resolve the prob-
lems arising in the VANETs. In terms of geographical area,
the scheme divides the system of VANETs into several
domains, which stores one CRL in all RSUs per each domain.
Therefore, the TA updated list of CRL into all RSUs inside
one domain instead of all of the systems. The computation
and communication cost of the proposed scheme is low
because it does not use bilinear pairing in the design.

III. VEHICULAR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND
PRELIMINARY
This section describes the system model, types of attacks,
security and privacy requirements and mathematical tools.
Table 1 contains some notation and their description.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
According to Figure 1, the proposed scheme consists of three
components: many vehicles running on the road, some road-
side units fixed on the road and trusted authority. The details
of those three components are described as follows:

1) OBU
An OBU is a radio that is equipped to transmit and received
messages from other OBUs or RSUs in a vehicle operating
in the DSRC protocol. Vehicles that drive along the roads
exchange collective information about the environment or
query for secret keys by the RSUs. Secure storage of private
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TABLE 1. Notation and their description.

FIGURE 1. System model.

keys is embedded in OBUs. The security message is trans-
mitted by the vehicle every 100 to 300 ms through the DSRC
protocol.

2) RSU
RSUs are situated as routers among vehicles along the road
and are considered to be part of the network infrastructure.
An RSU administers all of the OBU’s communication and
publishes security messages within its area. It can also be
used to exchange messages to other RSUs via a secure wired
network. Each RSU has a Tamper-Proof Device (TPD) to
store private keys from the system. Therefore, it is possible
for anyone to disclose it. In addition, every RSU has its own
identity RIDR.

3) TA
The TA is a completely trusted party in a VANET and
is responsible for system parameters generation, communi-
cates via wired and wireless communication with RSUs and

vehicles, respectively. The TA is hard to compromise and has
good computation and storage resources. In an emergency
situation, the TA can identify a signer’s real identity.

B. TYPES OF ATTACKS
VANETs are easily vulnerable to certain security threats
because of their open communication environment. We will
introduce some vulnerabilities in the VANETs under this
subsection.

1) REPLY ATTACK
The attacker replays the legitimate signature previously
received by the recipient.

2) IMPERSONATION ATTACK
An attacker could send fake signatures of a legitimate vehicle
to other users.

3) MODIFICATION ATTACK
An attacker can edit and send a valid message to other users.

4) MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK
The attacker intercepts messages and allows sniffing and
manipulation of data. The facts are not known on both sides
of the communication.

C. SECURITY AND PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS
This paper focuses on the following security and privacy
requirements:

1) MESSAGE INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICATION
A receiver (vehicle or RSU) must be able to verify the receiv-
ing security message in a VANET to guarantee that it is legal.

2) IDENTITY PRIVACY PROTECTION
By analyzing multiple messages sent by the same vehicle,
the attacker cannot obtain the identity

3) TRACEABILITY AND REVOCABILITY
An attacker can send malicious messages using anonymity to
attack the VANET. However, the authentication scheme can
get the identity of the malicious vehicle and revoke it from
VANETs during malicious behaviors.

4) UNLINKABILITY
RSUs, vehicles, and participants from a third-party cannot
track the actions of the vehicles by examination of its trans-
mitted messages. In other words, they can not link and deter-
mine if two messages are sent from the same vehicles.

5) NO LARGE CRL
By increasing the number of revoked vehicles, the size of
the CRL will be unlimited. The time-consuming checking of
the certificate revocation list greatly reduces authentication
performance. To improve the feasibility and effectiveness of
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theVANET, the authenticity of the certificatemust be reduced
in all RSUs. Therefore, The scheme does not store the original
identity of malicious vehicles on all RSUs of VANETs.

6) RESISTANCE AGAINST DIFFERENT TYPES OF ATTACKS
VANETs suffer from a number of security attacks. Therefore,
their schemes must be able to resist attacks by attackers to
guarantee security and reliability.

D. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS
In this subsection, we described the Elliptic Curve Cryp-
tography (ECC) and the respective computationally difficult
problems.

1) ECC
Let Fp represent a finite field of order p on E , where p is
a large prime number and E is non-singular elliptic curve.
Assume a set of an infinity point O on E over Fp utilizes an
equation y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p, where the discriminant
2 = 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 and a, b ∈ Fp. The elliptic curve E
forms an additive cyclic groupG under the operation of point
addition P + Q = R. Scalar multiplication operation over Fp
is expressed as lP = P + P + . . . . + P for l times, where
l ∈ Z∗q and l > 0.

2) COMPUTATIONALLY DIFFICULT PROBLEMS
The computationally difficult problems based on groupG are
considered as follows:

• Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (ECDL) problem:
Given two random points P and Q of group G on E .
The primary task of ECDLP is to find an integer s ∈
Z∗q that satisfies Q = sP, where the unknown number
s is difficult to compute. Thus, it is assumed that the
problem of ECDL becomes computationally infeasible
for any Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithms
to solve with non-negligible probability.

• Elliptic Curve Computational Differ-Hellman
(ECCDH) problem: Given two random points K and
Q of group G on E , where K = bP, Q = sP and
b, s ∈ Z∗q , the point bsP ∈ G is difficult to calculate.
Thus, it is assumed that the problem of ECCDHbecomes
computationally infeasible for any PPT algorithms to
solve with non-negligible probability.

IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
VANET security attacks and privacy preservation are two
important problems that are addressed in this paper. Numer-
ous schemes to address the current issue of VANETs have
been proposed in recent years. They are, however, affected
by the high computational and communication cost. With-
out using a bilinear pair to address the security issue and
reduce the overhead system, we propose an efficient condi-
tional privacy preservation scheme with mutual authentica-
tion in VANETs. The architecture of the proposed scheme is
described in Figure 2: the offline registration and the driving

FIGURE 2. The architecture of proposed scheme.

stage which consists of two main stages in the proposed
scheme. The three phases of the offline registration stage
are TA initialization, RSU and vehicle registration. The five
phases of the driving stage are joining, signing of messages,
verification of messages, renew lists and real identity tracking
and revocation. The proposed scheme consists of two parts as
follows:

A. OFFLINE REGISTRATION STAGE
The system initialisation phase is introduced in this section.
During factory and annual inspections, OBU and RSU are
registered offline.

1) TA INITIALISATION PHASE
Initial system parameters are generated by the TA and system
parameters are updated to maintain the security of the system
by using the following steps.
• The TA chooses two large numbers (p and q) at random.
The TA then selects a non-singular elliptic curve E
representing y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p, where a, b ∈ Fp
is defined.

• The TA selects a group of elliptic curve points with a
prime order q and a generator P of G.
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FIGURE 3. RSU registration in domain by TA.

• A random privacy key can be chosen for the number
xTApri ∈ Z∗q and a public key can be determined as
PTAPub = xTApri .P.

• TA chooses symmetric encryption function Eπ (.)/Dπ (.).
• Finally, the TA chooses three cryptographic hash func-
tions h1, h2 and h3, where
−h1 : G→ Z∗q
−h2 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G→ Z∗q
−h3 : {0, 1}∗→ Z∗q .

2) RSU REGISTRATION PHASE
As shown in Figure 3, RSU are registered by the TA as
follows:
• According to the RSU deployment in area [2], the TA
selects the number of RSUs located in a specific area as
the domain. TA selects the RSU identity RIDr based on
its location in this domain.

• The TA chooses sdomiPri ∈ Z∗q numbers randomly as the
private key in domaini for all RSUs and determines
PdomiPub = xdomiPri .P as its corresponding public key. The
TA keeps the sdomiPri private key in all RSUs within the
domaini with xTApri in all domains.

• The public parameters parmas = {p, q, a, b, P,
PTAPub, h1, h2, h3} are preloaded by TA for each RSU.

• The TA preloads the private key xTApri of the system to
TPD of each RSU.

3) VEHICLE REGISTRATION PHASE
Vehicle are registered by the TA as follows:
• TA chooses the identity RIDi and password PWi, which
it then sends to OBUi and the owner of vehicle.

• Public parameters parmas = {p, q, a, b, P, PTAPub, h1, h2,
h3} are preloaded by the TA at each OBU.

B. DRIVING STAGE
The vehicle should perform the joining process using TA to
be considered as authentic node. After the vehicle obtains a
list of n local pseudo identities and the corresponding secret
keys from the RSU, it creates a message signature which is
checked by the verifier. Meanwhile, n is the anonymous level
of security, which is the number of pseudo that a vehicle can
use unrepeatably in an RSU area [25]. When the malicious

attacker imitates the vehicle’s legal identity, the TA should
have the ability to retrieve the vehicle’s identity information.
The details follow:

1) JOINING PHASE
To start theOBUi, a vehicle’s owner should provide RIDi and
PWi input from the OBUi to confirm that the owner is legit-
imate. If valid, then the OBUi begins the process of joining.
Figure 4 describes the top-level authentication process of the
proposed scheme.
• A random integer r ∈ Z∗q is generated by OBUi and
computes PID1

i = rP and PID2
i = RIDi⊕ h1(Ri), where

Ri = rPTAPub. Then the OBUi transmits the RSUj with
{PIDv, T1, σOBUi}, where PIDv = {PID

1
i , PID

2
i } and

σOBUi = h3(RIDi‖PID1
i ‖PID

2
i ‖T1).

• The first test on the validity of the timestamp T1 will take
place after RSUj receives the {PIDv, T1, σOBUi} mes-
sage. The following is tested per timestamp T. Assume
that Tr is the time of receipt, then T is valid if (T > Tr -
T` ), where T` is the time delay predefined. Otherwise,
a reply attack will occur and themessage will be refused.
If T1 is valid, then RSUj computes RIDi = PID2

i ⊕

h1(Ri), where Ri = xTApri.PID
1
i . The RSUj checks whether

σOBUi =? h3(RIDi‖PID1
i ‖PID

2
i ‖T1). If not, then the

RSU does not accept the message, otherwise RSUj trans-
mits the TA with the (RIDi‖RIDRj‖T2) message.

• The validity of timestamp T2 is checked first, after the
TA receives the (RIDi‖RIDRj‖T2) message. If T2 is valid,
then the TA checks whether RIDiand RIDRj matches the
stored value in the OBU registration list. If not, then the
TA does not accept the message and sends a message to
RSU with {reject}. Send a {accepted} message other-
wise.

• Once the message {reject|| accepted} is received by the
RSUj, it verifies if the message content is {accepted}.
If not, then the message is dropped by RSUj and the
vehicle illegal. Otherwise, it prepares the secret keys for
this pseudo identity of the vehicle which use to renew
the process of pseudo identities and secret keys with
its expiration time T Ski . The RSUj chooses n randoms
rl ∈ Z∗q , l = 1: n, and family of unlinkable pseudo
identities are calculated LPIDi = {PIDil, . . . ..,PIDin }
as follows:
PIDin = {PID1

il , PID
2
il }

PID1
il = rlP

R1i = rlPTAPub
PID2

il = RIDi ⊕ h1(R1i )
where, l = 1, 2, . . . , n.

• The RSUj calculates the corresponding secret keys for
each pseudo identity LSKi = {SKil, . . . .., SKin} with its
expiration times for each pseudo identity as follows:
SKil = sdomiPri .h2(PID

1
il‖PID

2
il‖TSKi )

• The RSUj computes ExTApri (LPIDi ,LSKi ,TSKi ). Then, RSUj
sends {ExTApri (LPIDi ,LSKi ,TSKi )‖T3‖ σRSUj} to OBUi,
where σRSUj = h3(LPIDi‖ LSKi‖TSKi‖ T3‖RIDi).
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FIGURE 4. Description of the authentication process.

• The validity of timestamp T3 is checked first, after the
OBUi receives the {ExTApri (LPIDi , LSKi ,TSKi )‖ T3‖σRSUj}
message. If it is valid, then the OBUi decrypts the mes-
sage DPTAPub (ExTApri (LPIDi , LSKi ,TSKi ) and checks σRSUj =
?h3(LPIDi‖ LSKi‖TSKi‖T3‖RIDi). If so, then it starts
using LPIDi and LSKi to sign messages anonymously in
the RSUj coverage area.

2) RENEW LISTS
The RSU preloads n of pseudo identities and the correspond-
ing secret keys into each authentic vehicle’s OBU during its
joining phase for a valid short period. Whenever the available
pseudo identities and the corresponding secret keys are close
to expiry in the OBU traveling with VANETs, a modern n
of pseudo identities and the corresponding secret keys are
updated. Note that this is done between every vehicle and the
TA when properly authenticated. If TSKi expires, the process
of renew lists phase starts inside domain or outside domain
for different times. We discuss these parts in the following

a: INSIDE Domaini
If vehicle is still inside the domain, then the following is done:

• A new random integer rnew ∈ Z∗q is generated by
OBUi and computes PID1

i:new = rnewP and PID2
i:new =

RIDi ⊕ h1(Rnew), where Rnew = rnewPTAPub. Then,
the OBUi transmits the RSUj with {PIDnewv , PIDin, T1,
TSKi , σ

new
OBUi}, where PID

new
v = {PID1

i:new, PID
2
i:new} and

σ newOBUi = SKi + rnew. h2(PID1
i:new‖PID

2
i:new‖T1).

• The first test on the validity of the timestamp T1 will
take place after RSUj receives the {PIDnewv , PIDin, T1,
TSKi , σ

new
OBUi} message. If valid, the time of expiration

is verified for TSKi . If not valid, then the message is

rejected by the RSU and the outside Domaini should be
implemented. Otherwise, the following equation is used
to check the validity of the vehicle:

σ newOBUi .P =
(
SKi + rnew.h2(PID1

i:new‖PID
2
i:new‖T1)

)
.P

=

(
sdomiPri .h2(PID

1
i ‖PID

2
i ‖TSki )

+ rnew.h2(PID1
i:new‖PID

2
i:new‖T1)

)
.P

= (h2(PID1
i ‖PID

2
i ‖TSki )s

domi
Pri .P

+ h2(PID1
i:new‖PID

2
i:new‖T1))rnew.P

= (h2(PID1
i ‖PID

2
i ‖TSki )P

domi
Pub

+ h2(PID1
i:new‖PID

2
i:new‖T1))PID

1
i:new (1)

If Equation 1 is not held, then the message is rejected
by RSU. It prepares the secret key for this new
pseudo-identity of the vehicle and generates new LPIDnewi
and LSKnew

i
with new expired time. Then, the ’’inside

domaini’’ process is completed and OBUi starts using
new LnewPIDi and L

new
SKi . An RSUmay be used to perform the

‘‘renew lists’’ process. If a vehicle is leaving the RSU in
the inside domain to renew its lists, then the new RSU
must not be linked to the TA to ensure that the vehicle is
authentic.

b: OUTSIDE Domaini
The equation 1 is not held, when RSU in the other domain
receives {PIDnewv , PIDin, T1, TSk , σ newOBUi} message because
the public key different in that domain is being sent by
RSU to authentically authenticate the vehicle with TA if it
is legitimate to start generating a new list of pseudo identities
and secret keys with new expired times.
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3) SIGNING OF MESSAGE PHASE
Upon OBU joining the RSU, the messageMi is to be signed.
The OBUi must perform the following phases.
• OBUi selects a pseudo identity PIDin from the LPIDi list
randomly and the corresponding secret keys SKil from
LTSKi .

• OBUi computes the signature of message as follows:
σm = h3(Mi‖T‖PIDin‖SKil)

• OBUi broadcasts the traffic-related message {Mi,T ,
PIDin, SKil, σm} to the nearest RSU or another OBU.

4) VERIFICATION OF MESSAGE PHASE
The timestamp [T

RSUj
exp ,T ], are checked first after the

traffic-related message has been received by the RSU or an
OBU. If so, then it computes σ ∗m = h3(Mi‖T‖PIDin‖SKil).
If σ ∗m = σm, the recipient accepts this messages; otherwise; it
aborts.

5) REAL IDENTITY REVOCATION PHASE
In VANET communication, this step is very important
because it not only allows the TA to trace a malicious authen-
ticated vehicle and to disclose its identity but it also avoids
further VANET involvement in this vehicle. The steps follow:
• If a complaint is issued about a misbehaving vehicle,
then the RSU acquires the vehicle’s real identity as
follows:

RIDi = PID2
il ⊕ h1(x

TA
pri.PID

1
il) (2)

• RIDi and RIDrj are sent to the TA by the RSU.
• When TA receives the real identity of the malicious
vehicle and transmitted RSU, the TA deletes RIDi from
a list of registration and sends it to all RSU inside the
domain with an {acknowledgment} message.

• All RSUs inside the domain prevent the vehicle from
renewing lists after receiving the {acknowledgment}
from the TA when TSKil expires.

• When the malicious vehicle enters a new RSU in the
outside domain, which revokes in renew the list, the TA
cannot authenticate it with the joining process.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
This section aims to achieve the feature of non-forgery within
a proposed identity-based scheme because of the difficulty in
addressing the problem of the computerized Elliptic Curve
Discrete Logarithm (ECDL). In addition, the security and
privacy requirement of subsection III-C in the proposed
scheme is provided. We compare our scheme and other
related schemes according to the security requirements.

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The security model in our scheme is a game between the
attacker and the challenger, which is based on the adversary’s
ability and a network model. The following can be described
as the security model of the existential unforgeability against
chosen-message attacks (EU-CMA):

Setup: Challenger C operates the key generation algorithm
in this phase, which generates the system parameters and the
secret system key. Challenger C then sends parameters of the
system to the adversary A.

Query: Adversary A performs signature queries for the
adversary’s chosen messages. Challenger C performs the
algorithm of the signature to calculate the signature in σm
and sends it to adversary of A for a signature query within
the message mi.

Forgery: Adversary A returns σ−m for a forged signaturem−

for the game, and wins the game if

• σ−m is a valid message signature m−.
• In the query phase, m− signature was not queried.

The benefit of winning the game is the chance to return
a valid forged signature. If a Polynomial adversary A is
negligible, then our scheme is secure in VANET.
Theorem 1: The proposed scheme against an adaptive

chosen message attack behind the random oracle model is
existentially unforgeable.

Proof: Assume that A can fabricate a valid signature
{Mi,T , PIDin, SKil, σm} for the messageMi. We can assume
that an ECDLP instance (P, Q = xTAPri.P) is given for two
points P, Q on E/Ep, and xTAPri ∈ Z∗q . The challenger C
can then address the ECDLP unquestionably with B as a
subroutine.

Setup: A generates the system private key and establishes
system parameters params = {p, q, a, b, P, PTAPub, h1, h2, h3}
and then builds and holds three lists, namely, LISTh1
with (α, τh1)form, LISTh2 with (PID1

il , PID
2
il, τh2)form and

LISTh3 with (Mi, T, τh3)form. A is empty initially. Then, A
transmits params to B.
LISTh1-Oracle: After A receives a Bmessage request with

α, it initially verifies if tuple (α, τh1) is in LISTh1 or not. If so,
then, A transmits τh1 = h(α) to B. Otherwise, A randomly
selects τh1 ∈ Z∗q and appends (α, τh1) into LISTh1. Then, A
transmits τh1 = h(α) to B.
LISTh2-Oracle: After A receives a B message request

with (PID1
il,PID

2
il,Tskil )), it initially verifies if tuple

(PID1
il,PID

2
il,Tski , τh2)) is in LISTh2. If so, then A transmits

τh2 = h(PID1
il,PID

2
il,Tski ) to B. Otherwise, A randomly

chooses τh2 ∈ Z∗q and appends (PID1
il,PID

2
il,Tski , τh2) into

LISTh2. Then, A transmits τh2 = h((PID1
il‖PID

2
il‖Tski ) to B.

LISTh3--Oracle:After A receives a Bmessage request with
(Mi, T), it initially verifies if tuple (Mi,T , τh2) is in LISTh3.
If so, then A transmits τh3 = h(Mi‖T ) to B. Otherwise, A
randomly chooses τh3 ∈ Z∗q and appends (Mi,T , τh2) into
LISTh3. Then, A transmits τh3 = h(Mi‖T )to B.
Finally, adversary A outputs messages {Mi,T , PIDin,

SKil, σm} and checks whether R1i = sTAPriPID
1
il and σm =

h3(Mi‖T‖PIDin‖SKil). Otherwise, challenger C will abort
this game. According to the Cross-Lemma, another valid
message {M−i ,T

−, PID−in, SK
−

il , σ
−
m } will be generated by

adversary A and satisfies R1−i = sTAPriPID
1−
il , σ−m =

h3(M
−

i ‖T
−
‖PID−in‖SK

−

il ) this process once again. Due to
R1−i - R1i = sTAPriPID

1−
il - sTAPriPID

1
il
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It becomes computationally infeasible with the problem of
ECDL for any Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algo-
rithms to solve with non-negligible probability. Therefore,
the proposed scheme is resistant against the chosen adaptive
message attack under the random oracle model, which fulfill
the security requirement in section III-C.

1) MESSAGE INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICATION
We show in accordance with theorem 1 that an adversary
cannot trump up a valid traffic-related message in our pro-
posed solution, and recipients can verify that the message
{Mi,T , PIDin, SKil, σm} has integrity and legality by veri-
fying whether the σm = h3(Mi‖T‖PIDin‖SKil) holds. There-
fore, the integrity and authenticity of the proposed VANET
scheme are provided.

2) IDENTITY PRIVACY PRESERVATION
In the communication process, the vehicle’s real identity of
RIDi is involved in PIDin generated by OBUi, where PTAPub =
xTAPri.P, PID

1
il = rlP, R1i = rlPTAPub, PID

2
il = RIDi ⊕ h1(R1i ),

and PIDin = {PID1
il , PID

2
il }. To retrieve RIDi from PID2

il =

RIDI⊕h1(R1i ), the eavesdropper calculates rlP
TA
Pub = rlxTAPri.P

from PTAPub = xTAPri.P and PID1
il = rlP. Thus, no adversary can

obtain the real identity RIDI of the vehicle through the PID2
il .

Therefore, the proposed scheme meets the identity privacy
requirement. In other words, the proposed scheme satisfies
the requirement for identity privacy preservation.

3) TRACEABILITY AND REVOCATION
The real identity of the vehicleRIDi is hidden inPID2

il created
by the vehicle, where PTAPub = xTAPri.P, PID

1
il = rlP, R1i =

rlPTAPub, PID
2
il = RIDi ⊕ h1(R1i ) and PIDin = {PID

1
il , PID

2
il }.

TA calculates xTAPri. PID
1
il = xTAPri. rl .P = rl . xTAPri.P = rl PTAPub

by using the system master key and retrieves the real identity
by calculatingRIDi = PID2

il⊕h1(R
1
i ). However, the proposed

solution provides a traceability function.

4) UNLINKABILITY
During the message signing period, a pseudo-identity is used
to create the signature. An anonymous description of the
vehicle in the other message is rendered by the different
random numerals rl . The proposed scheme also used a current
timestamp and expired time to calculate the signature. Any
adversary who attempts to link two or more traffic-related
messages may not succeed because of changes in their
pseudo-identity, timestamp and expired time given that the
content of the message varies each time. Consequently, nei-
ther message can be linked to a specific vehicle under the
proposed scheme; however, no linkability issue arises.

5) NO LARGE CRL
In the proposed scheme for vehicles, every certification revo-
cation list shares with all RSUs within the single domain. The
RSUs do not need to manage any revoked certificate in any

of the domains for VANETs, which reduces the number of
misbehaving vehicles stored in the certificate revocation list.

6) RESISTANCE TO ATTACKS
We will now prove that our scheme is resistant to different
attacks and show how secure our scheme is.

a: RESISTANCE REPLAY ATTACK
We use the current timestamp T in the message {Mi,T ,
PIDin, SKil, σm}. In the verification process, an attacker can
not modify or change T in a message. If T was invalid or had
expired, then the message would be rejected. Thus, the replay
attacks are resistant to our proposed identity-based scheme.

b: RESISTANCE IMPERSONATION ATTACK
The adversary must obtain a real identity of vehicles if they
wish to transmit a valid traffic-related message by imper-
sonating the legal vehicle. Moreover, according to previous
knowledge, the adversary cannot find a vehicle with a real
identity. The impersonation attack in the proposed solution
is therefore ineffective. Thus, the impersonation attacks are
resistant to our proposed identity-based scheme.

c: RESISTANCE MODIFICATION ATTACK
The signature σm is included in this scheme and guarantees
the security of the message from the modifications. In the sig-
nature verification process, if an attacker changes or modifies
themessage, then it would be rejected. Thus, the modification
attacks are resistant to our proposed identity-based scheme.

d: RESISTANCE MAN-IN-MIDDLE ATTACK
Mutual authentication between the sender and the verifier is
carried out within our scheme. If the attacker tries a man-
in-middle attack, then he/she must forge the sender and ver-
ifier messages to connect with it. However, an adversary
cannot issue this kind of attack, according to Theorem 1.
Thus, the man-in-middle attacks are resistant to our proposed
identity-based scheme.

B. SECURITY COMPARISON
Weperform a comparative analysis in terms of secure analysis
between our system and other systems. Table 2 lists the result
of the comparison where SR-1, SR-2, SR-3, SR-4, SR-5,
SR-6, denotes message integrity and authentication, identity
privacy protection, traceability and revocability, unlinkabil-
ity, no large CRL and resistance to attacks respectively.

We know that the scheme proposed by [22], [23] for
VANETs cannot fulfill all of the security requirements,
as shown by Table 2. However, the proposed scheme could
fulfill all of the security requirements.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we will perform a comparative analysis
between other schemes and our scheme in terms of the costs
of computation and communication.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of the secure requirement schemes.

A. COMPUTATION COST ANALYSIS
By comparing our scheme with those of Zhang et al. [26],
Bayat et al. [23], Alazzawi et al. [22], He et al. [19],
we demonstrate its performance in terms of the cost of
computations. The cryptography operations in [23], [26] are
established on bilinear pairings, while those of [19], [22] and
the proposed scheme are established on ECC.

This paper uses MIRACL’s [27] cryptographic library to
calculate the time required for various cryptographic oper-
ations. A 4 GB memory processor running the operating
system Windows 7 The hardware platform is an Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 Quad 2.66 GHz. Table 4 shows the definition of
and execution times for associated cryptographic operations.

LetGMS, VSM , and VMM denote for simplicity the gener-
ation of message and signature, the verification of the single
message, and verification of multiple messages, respectively.

In the scheme in [26], MGS comprises two map to point
hash functions and three secure hash functions. Thus, the total
computation time ofMGS is 2 Tmtp+3 Th ≈ 8.3478 ms. This
scheme has two map to point hash functions, two bilinear
pairing operations and three secure hash functions, which
gives the SVM an overall computation time of 2 Tmtp+2 Tbp+
3 Th ≈ 19.9698 ms. BVMM in this scheme requires two
bilinear pairing operations, 3n secure hash functions, and 2n
map to point hash functions. The overall computation time
for BVMM is 2 Tbp+ 3nTh+ 2nTmtp ≈ 8.3478n+11.622 ms.
The computation cost of other scheme are executed in the
same method. In our scheme, GMS consists of five secure
hash functions. so 1Th = 0.001 ms is the total computation
time for GMS. VSM consists of a secure hash function. So 1
Th ≈ 0.001 ms is the total computation time for VSM . VMM
(n) secure hash functions. so (n)Th = n0.001 ms is the total
computation time for VMM .

Table 3 compares the cost of computation in the proposed
scheme with the three other ID-based schemes for MGS,
SVM , and BVMM . Figure 5 shows that our scheme has a
significant advantage over MGS and SVM three scheme.
Figure 6 and 7 indicate the costs of BVMM in measuring
various traffic-related messages. Consequently, the proposed
scheme is more productive and efficient than the schemes in
[22], [23], [26] and [19] in terms of computation costs for
MGS, SVM , and BVMM .

FIGURE 5. Computation costs of GMS and VSM.

FIGURE 6. Computation costs of BVMM for different traffic-related
messages.

B. COMMUNICATION COST ANALYSIS
The size of p− is 64 bytes, so G1 is 128 bytes in size of
each item, And the p size is 20 bytes, meaning that in G,
every single item size is 40 bytes. We also assume that
timestamp output sizes, secure hath function, and integer

TABLE 3. Cost of computation comparison.
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FIGURE 7. Computation costs of BVMM for different traffic-related
messages.

TABLE 4. Definitions and time of cryptographic operation.

TABLE 5. Comparison of communication cost.

item Z∗q are, respectively, 4, 20, and 20 bytes, where the
message content is excluded. The traffic-related message size
in the scheme of [19] is (40 * 3 + 20 + 4) = 144 bytes,
and the content of traffic-related message is three elements
in G {PID1

il,PID
2
il,Ri ∈ G}, one element σm ∈ Zq, and

one timestamp. The communication cost of other scheme
are executed in the same method. In our proposed scheme,
the vehicle sends a traffic-related message with size (40 +
20 * 3 + 4) = 104 bytes and the traffic-related message
content is one element in {PID1

il ∈ G}, three elements
in {PID2

il, SKil, σm ∈ zq}, and one timestamp. The overall
overhead communication is given in Table 5.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an efficient conditional pri-
vacy preservation with mutual authentication scheme based
domain, supporting V2V and V2I communication within
VANET. Our proposal depends on the division geographical
areas into several domains, in which each domain stores the

CRL all RSUs located inside the domain. We perform a
process of mutual authentication between TA and vehicles to
ensure that the fabricated messages will not be sent out by the
attacker with impersonating real vehicles. The phase of secu-
rity analysis, security and privacy requirements for VANETs
could be satisfied in our scheme. In terms of computation and
communication costs, Our scheme outperforms others with
low computation and communication costs. Finally, the pro-
posed scheme is more suitable for large scale networks.
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